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Introduction
Compensation structures continue to evolve, with new and added award types, a 
greater demand to tie pay to performance, more complex accounting, and more 
time being spent addressing participant questions and issues. In addition, changing 
regulations challenge the ability to remain in compliance, which is critical to an 
organization. When some or all of the equity compensation processes are handled 
with sub-standard systems, or across a number of disparate systems, managing equity 
compensation effectively and efficiently can be difficult to do. As a result, a flexible 
technology platform becomes essential. The goal of this study and white paper is to 
help organizations to identify specific sources of return on investment (ROI) from the 
purchase of a comprehensive equity compensation solution.

Research consisting of 14 in-depth interviews with existing Certent customers found 
that an automated, SaaS-based equity compensation solution addressed customer 
challenges and delivered ROI in three key areas:  
i) streamlining processes — reducing the time spent managing equity compensation 
programs, generating administrative and financial reports, potentially preparing for an 
IPO, and communicating with participants;  
ii) improving compliance and mitigating risk — reducing the risk of participant legal 
action, errors and restatements, and reputational risk; and  
iii) increasing program flexibility — eliminating the need to move to a new solution 
when going public and increasing the number of award types handled.
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Equity Compensation Challenges
Reducing the time spent on grant management 
and participant communication while increasing 
the information available about the plans was a key 
goal for many organizations. The effort to effectively 
manage all of the steps including issuing grant 
packages, tracking down acceptances, maintaining grant 
records and exercises/terminations, and fielding calls 
from participants, was significant when handled via 
spreadsheets or disparate systems.

Another key pain often noted was the time spent on 
administrative and financial reporting associated with 
equity compensation plans. Not having all of the data, 
with the right level of detail in a centralized database, led to extra time being spent not 
just on pulling the data but also on getting it formatted correctly. Beyond the operational 
challenges with their prior approach to equity administration, users had legitimate 
organizational risk and reputational concerns related to errors and compliance 
breaches. At a minimum errors can result in added time being spent to correct them, 
but if errors occur often enough, or if restatements are required, an organization’s 
reputation and investor confidence can also be affected. This can impact their ability to 
secure the needed levels of funding in future equity raises.

Finally, users had concerns about the potential costs of updating their equity 
compensation approach as their needs changed. The desire to take a private company 
public may arise, requiring equity compensation systems that can make this transition. 
Other changes may include layering on new award types to help attract top talent.

Customers identified benefits of a comprehensive equity compensation solution from 
Certent in three key areas which created value: streamlined processes, improved 
compliance and risk mitigation, and increased program flexibility.

“Reports downloaded from the 
previous system used to require 
an hour or so every month per 
report, across half a dozen plan 
administration reports, just to clean 
up the data before the reports 
could be used because of the wayit 
was exported from the previous 
system.”

— Equity Program Supervisor
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STREAMLINED PROCESSES
Reduce the time spent managing equity 
compensation programs.
Certent automates the entire equity 
compensation plan process, including: creating 
electronic grant packages, receiving electronic 
approvals, enabling users to create vesting 
schedule templates and applying these templates 
when entering new grants, keeping a complete 
electronic record of all grant activity, providing 
easy updating of tax information and automating 
the management of capitalization tables to 
provide an accurate real-time view of ownership. 
Customers interviewed had reduced the time 
spent on program maintenance and updating by 
50–75% and had essentially eliminated the time they used to spend tracking down grant 
acceptances from participants.

Reduce the cost and time of audits. 
Certent’s reporting capabilities automate the process of pulling together all of the data 
required, with all of the reports you need available within Certent. Data can also be 
pulled in numerous ways: by region, grant type, participant, etc., making it quick and easy 
for auditors to access the data they need. This allowed customers to save 30–40% of the 
prep time that used to be required for each audit when plan administration was handled 
with less robust systems, which often lacked the level of detail desired by auditors. This 
would also result in more time being spent on questions when the auditors were on-site.

Reduce the time spent communicating with 
participants. 
Certent’s Participant Portal alerts employees to 
various actions they need to take such as the issuance 
of grants requiring acceptance. Employees can view 
their equity compensation grants and transactions 
in report and transact exercises and can see the 
associated tax implications. This allowed customers to reduce the number of phone calls 
and the time they used to spend pulling participant histories by as much as 80–90%.

We’re able to eliminate time spent 
tracking down grant acceptances. 
Certent’s electronic signature feature, 
saves 30–45 minutes per grant.”

— Supervisor, Equity Services
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Figure 1: Tabular display of time-reduction options
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Reduce the time required to manage financial reporting. 
Certent provides public companies with 
comprehensive stock plan financial reporting 
solutions that address all five components of ASC 
718, namely: valuations; expensing; corporate tax, 
including more than 75 corporate tax reports and 
extensive equity re-charge support; dilutions; and 
SEC disclosure. As a result, customers interviewed 
were able to save a significant amount of time. Disclosures which used to take 7–10 days 
each year now take as little as 2–3 days or less and time savings of 50-85% were seen for 
activities such as expensing, tax and dilutions.

IMPROVED COMPLIANCE AND RISK MITIGATION
Reduce the risk of participant legal action. 
There can be a risk that participants may not be 
aware of all of their equity compensation resulting in 
lapsed options, may not have approved their options 
or understood the clauses such as non-competes, 
or may misconstrue discussions with HR as formal 
guidance, all of which could result in a participant 
being dissatisfied if they are denied a payout, or 
potentially even legal action on their part. Customers 
agreed that Certent definitely helped to reduce this risk as the Certent Participant Portal 
provides employees with a central place where they can see all of the information about 
all of their equity compensation, can model and transact exercises and see the associated 
tax implications, can electronically sign grant acceptances and can get answers to their 
questions without calling HR. 

In addition, Certent can automatically track all key information about every grant to avoid 
errors such as cancelling grants upon termination that should have still been owed, and 
other errors that could affect participants.

“Time spent on expensing reduced 
from 4 hours per month to just 
15 minutes and time spent on 
disclosures each quarter reduced 
from 10 hours down to one hour.

— Manager, HR Accounting 

“Saved at least a day’s worth of time 
per audit answering questions from 
the auditors.”

— Manager, HR Accounting 
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Reduce reputational risk. 
When plans are administered via systems with 
less sophisticated reporting capabilities, the risk of 
errors in the data can be significant and can result 
in compliance breaches, missed filings, or reportable 
errors and restatements, all of which affect investor 
confidence and Wall Street reputation. Certent 
provides: complete SEC, FASB, and IFRS calculations 
and reporting; the ability to schedule reports and 
generate automated forms as needed to ensure regulatory deadlines are not missed; 
role-based access; an automated reporting process to eliminate errors in the data with 
built-in rules; and automatic alerts that signal any activity involving Section 16 officers. 
Customers interviewed agreed that with Certent, the risk of errors becomes much 
more remote.

INCREASED PROGRAM FLEXIBILITY
Eliminate implementation time and costs associated with moving to a new 
solution. 
Some plan administration solutions require that you work with a single broker which 
can then result in significant time and costs if a new broker is desired and a whole new 
administrative solution needs to be purchased and implemented. Certent offers broker 
choice and a strong partner ecosystem that gives customers numerous options and 
plenty of flexibility in managing their equity compensation programs.

Customers noted that it is a great comfort to know 
that if they aren’t happy with their broker, or need to 
switch brokers for other reasons, that they can easily 
make this change. Customers estimated that by not 
having to switch administration systems they would 
avoid 150–200 hours in user retraining time alone, 
as well as implementation time and costs 

Increase the number of award types handled. 
Certent supports a significant number of award types including: ESPP, ISO, NQSO, 
PNQ, SAR, CSAR, RSA, RSP, RSU, PSS, PSU, CRSU, and CPSU, allowing customers greater 
flexibility in the design of equity compensation plans as well as a reduction in time 
needed to manage their awards.

“The online grant approval process 
provides a complete record of date 
and time the grants were accepted 
and keeps electronic copies of the 
signatures.”

— Supervisor, Equity Services

“Other vendors had suggested 
costs as high as $100K could be 
incurred if a broker switch was 
made; costs avoided with Certent.”

— Director, Financial Reporting
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Key ROI Findings
The value of a comprehensive, flexible equity compensation solution for public 
companies is immediate and demonstrable. A sample organization that issues 200 
grants a year, spends 8 hours on monthly admin reporting, 20 hours on quarterly 
admin reporting, takes 20 calls from participants a month, spends 1⁄2 a day a month 
on expensing, 3 hours a quarter on dilutions and one week a year on disclosures, can 
experience $42K in savings a year from streamlined processes alone. With improved 
compliance/risk mitigation and increased program flexibility, annual benefits can be as 
much as $83K.

For this sample organization, 
the three year investment 
totaling $68K generates a 
positive return in 4–8 months. 
The three year net present 
value (NPV) and return on 
investment (ROI) are strong at 
$132K and 236%, respectively. 

The key financial metrics for the sample organization were calculated by standard 
methods and are shown below. The NPV calculation assumes a 10% cost of capital.

The chart to the right shows the extent to which 
each value driver contributes to the total value of 
a comprehensive, flexible equity compensation 
solution. For the sample organization, streamlining 
processes and improving compliance/mitigating 
risk represent the majority of the value.

Figure 3: Pie chart display of value drivers
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Financial Metric 3-year Value

Payback ( Months) 4–8 months

NPV $131,561 

ROI 236% 

Figure 2: Tabular display of key financial metrics
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